FREE USA Shipping
All internet orders from entire inventory until December 18

Spiritual gifts of eternal value for all ages....
See the recommended items described below!

Go to www.AmericanChristianMinistries.org
for thousands of other choices.

The Ultimate Urgency of the 2nd Advent!

* How soon is "Soon"?
* How near is "Near"?

* What is the guarantee of being ready?
* Discover the secret of being prepared!

Custom Album of 5 Presentations
CDs - $20.95
MP3 - $10.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - MP3
God's "Medium" of Protection Against End-Time Deceptions

*Of ultimate importance...  
Who said it?  
What is their authority?  
About the consequences!

*Warning:  
Deep, prayerful thinking required!

Custom Album of 3 Presentations  
CDs - $12.95  
MP3 - $6.95  
Click to Learn More - CDs  
Click to Learn More - MP3

The Cross of Jesus Christ...  
The Catalyst of All Truth!

Discover how the Seven Last Words of Christ spoken on the cross show a Love that:  
* Forgives  
* Assures  
* Provides

"Upon this theme it is sin to be calm and unimpassioned. The scenes of Calvary call for the deepest emotion." 2T 212-213

Custom Album of 7 Presentations  
CDs - $26.95  
MP3 - $14.95  
Click to Learn More - CDs  
Click to Learn More - MP3

God's Last-Day Message...  
* Begins with Jesus  
* Is Filled with Jesus  
* Ends with Jesus

He is our only hope in our time of...  
* A failing economy  
* Increasing terrorism  
* Natural disasters  
* Threatening anarchy
Learn why Christians have no right to be fearful!

Custom Album of 6 Presentations
CDs - $23.95
Mp3 - $12.95
Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - MP3

Looking for New Purpose in Your Prayer Life?

Study the prayers of Bible characters!

Consider:
* Moses' prayer of intercession
* Daniel's prayer of faith.
* Hezekiah's prayer for healing
* The prayers of David, Jesus, and Paul

Custom Album of 7 Presentations
CDs - $26.95
MP3 - $14.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - MP3

A Best-Seller by Peter Neri!

Open your eyes to..
* Spiritualism that began in the "Garden"
* The masterpiece of deception
* Dangerous ground...Do not enter!
* The subtle change of the guard

Important to know...
Are you choosing the banner of Christ
or the banner of the Prince of Darkness?

Custom Album of 7 Presentations
CDs - $16.95
MP3 - $8.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - MP3
A Panorama of the Future!
Audio Book

Featuring...
* Dramatic events in chronological order
* Bible and Spirit of Prophecy passages
* End-time subjects of special interest
* A 200-page book presented in eight parts

Custom Album of Audio Book in 8 Parts
CDs - $30.95
MP3 - $16.95
Study Outline Data Disc also included.

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

Celebrating the Biblical Sabbath!
with Ted Wilson, Michael Hasel, & Ed Reid

Rediscover the "eternal" Sabbath through these inspirational presentations, and learn the importance of "grounding" this belief in preparation for meeting the challenges of future Sabbath observance.

* Includes the ten-step countdown pointing to the National Sunday Law!

Custom Album of 4 Presentations
CDs - $16.95
MP3 - $8.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - MP3

Apostle Paul's Counsel For Today

His counsel includes:
* How to address creeping compromise
* How to avoid Christianized spiritualism
* How to discover the enemy's methods
* How to find the way "Out of the Fog"
Custom Album of 5 Presentations

CDs - $20.95  
MP3 - $10.95

Click to Learn More - CDs  
Click to Learn More - MP3

Modern Israel's Challenge  
at the Border of the Heavenly Canaan

Presentation Points Include:

* No turning back  
* Put away the "gods"  
* The Word, the Church, and the Papacy  
* Who is able to stand?

Custom Album of 4 Presentations

CDs - $16.95  
MP3 - $8.95

Click to Learn More - CDs  
Click to Learn More - MP3

To Grow in Holiness is...  
the Christian's greatest joy!

What is...

* God's work vs. our work?  
* Satan's greatest fear?  
* The faith that purifies?  
* The extreme in faith and works?

Custom Album of 6 Presentations

CDs - $23.95  
MP3 - $12.95

Click to Learn More - CDs  
Click to Learn More - MP3
NEW! A Provocative and Inspiring Book!

Discover how God's plans for the New Jerusalem connect to...
* The Gems on the High Priest's Breastplate
* The Pearly Gates
* The Foundation Stones
* The 12 Tribes of Israel and the Apostles
* Who they were and what they became
* The road of discipline that the patriarchs and apostles traveled.

Also revealed...
The city gate that designates your character and the miracle of your transformation!

304-Page Softcover Book - $16.95

Click to Learn More

A Comprehensive Book...
Covering the Prophesied Time of 1798 until the New Earth!

* A study from the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy
* What inspiration has to say about:
  --The Advent Movement in Prophecy
  --The Time-of-the-End Events
  --Christian Lifestyle and Beliefs

*A Compilation of Ellen White’s writings connected to Bible texts for each subject

*Prophecy Charts + Subject Index

*Much more than you might expect!

624 Pages = Hard Cover Book - $24.95
Special - $19.95

Click to Learn More
Story of an Angel . . . An Allegory

This is no ordinary angel book!

* Now in its third printing--an angel story like nothing you've ever heard.

* What has happened to our world? Perhaps we can better understand if we look at good and evil through the eyes of a "dream wrecker" known as Lucifer.

Discover the rest of the story!

408-Page Softcover Book - $19.95
Special - $16.95

Click to Learn More

Explore the Magnitude of God's Universe Through a Journey into Space!

* Marvel at the magnificence
* Travel through blazing, brilliant galaxies

*Amazing tools of astronomy bring into focus:
  --Our Milky Way and Beyond
  --Our Solar System

Album of 2 DVDs (NTSC Hi-Fi Stereo)
(80 min. running time)
Special $14.95
Click to Learn More - DVDs
Classic Bible "Comes Alive" Series
for children of all ages

Old and New Testament Stories in 5 Volumes
with 12 CDs in each Album

Each Album - Regular $49.95
Special - $39.95

Click to Learn More - Volume 1
Click to Learn More - Volume 2
Click to Learn More - Volume 3
Click to Learn More - Volume 4
Click to Learn More - Volume 5

ACM is committed to providing you with urgent, timely, Spirit-filled resources that will be a blessing to you in these last days. In our 37th year of supportive service to the Seventh-day Adventist Church, you can trust ACM, there’s no compromise here! To share this email with friends and loved ones, click on the “Forward Email” link below.
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